
Anabolism is the process involving a sequence of chemical reactions that constructs or synthesizes
molecules from smaller units, usually requiring an input of energy ( ATP) in the process. Etymology:
Greek ἀνα- (ana-), meaning "up" and βάλλω (bállō), meaning "I throw" + -ism. Synonym: constructive
metabolism. Compare: catabolism Pathway
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Best Anabolic Steroids UK - Best Place to Buy Anabolic Steroids Online .

Definition of 'anabolic' Word Frequency anabolic in British English (ˌænəˈbɒlɪk ) adjective of or relating
to anabolism Collins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers Examples of 'anabolic'
in a sentence anabolic



Anabolism - Definition and Examples - Biology Online Dictionary

: the constructive part of metabolism concerned especially with macromolecular synthesis compare
catabolism Examples of anabolism in a Sentence Recent Examples on the Web Nutrex Research Abol
Stack Introducing the Hardcore Anabolic Muscle-Building Stack, a powerhouse combination
meticulously crafted to activate anabolism around the clock.



anabolic steroid - Oxford Learner's Dictionaries

Anabolism, derived from the Greek words ἀνα- (ana-), signifying "upward" and βάλλω (bállō), denoting
"I throw", is a pivotal metabolic mechanism in living organisms. It is scientifically termed as
"constructive metabolism," underscoring its role in constructing complex molecules from simpler
constituents.



Anabolic Definition & Meaning - Merriam-Webster

involving or stimulating the building of complex substances from simpler ones as part of the process of
metabolism in living organisms (opposed to catabolic ): These three essential amino acids have a strong
anabolic effect, driving protein synthesis to build muscle. Recommended videos Powered by AnyClip
AnyClip Product Demo 2022

Anabolism vs. Catabolism | Biology Dictionary

/ˈænəˌbɑlɪk/ IPA guide Definitions of anabolic adjective of or related to the synthetic phase of
metabolism adjective characterized by or promoting constructive metabolism "some athletes take
anabolic steroids to increase muscle size temporarily" synonyms: constructive-metabolic, energy-storing
of or relating to anabolism see more Cite this entry



ANABOLISM definition in American English - Collins Online Dictionary

Definition of anabolic-steroid noun in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation,
picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms and more.



ANABOLIC definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary

Last Updated: March 24, 2021 Anabolism and catabolism are the two types of biochemical reactions
that make up the metabolism. Anabolic reactions involve the building of larger, complex molecules from
smaller, simpler ones, and require an input of energy.



Metabolism - Definition and Examples - Biology Online Dictionary

The universe of Frank Herbert's Dune is famously dense, littered with a mishmash of terminology about
as complex and varied as the languages J. R. R. Tolkien made up for The Lord of the Rings. Dune .

Anabolic - definition of anabolic by The Free Dictionary

Anabolism Definition Anabolism collectively refers to all the processes of chemical reactions that build
larger molecules out of smaller molecules or atoms; these processes are also known as anabolic
processes or anabolic pathways. The opposite of anabolism is catabolism, the set of processes that
breaks down larger molecules into smaller ones.



Anabolism | Metabolism, Enzymes, Energy | Britannica

anabolic (ˌænəˈbɑlɪk) adjective. Word origin [1885-90; ana-+ (meta) bolism] Word Frequency.
anabolism in British English (əˈnæbəˌlɪzəm) . Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and
appropriate environment for children. And best of all it's ad free, so sign up now and start using at home
or in the classroom. .



ANABOLIC definition in American English - Collins Online Dictionary

The earliest known use of the adjective anabolic is in the 1870s. OED's earliest evidence for anabolic is
from 1876, in the writing of Michael Foster, physiologist and politician. anabolic is formed within
English, by derivation. It is formed from Greek ἀναβολή, combined with the suffix -ic.



ANABOLISM definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary

Anabolism Anabolism, or biosynthesis, is the process by which living organisms synthesize complex
molecules from simpler ones. Anabolism and catabolism are the two chemical processes in cells that are,
together, called metabolism. Anabolic reactions are divergent processes; that is, relatively few types of
raw materials are used to synthesize a wide variety of end products.



Anabolic | definition of anabolic by Medical dictionary

before vowels an-, word-forming element meaning: 1. "upward, up in place or time," 2. "back,
backward, against," 3. "again, anew," from Greek ana (prep. ) "up, on, upon; up to, toward; throughout;
back, backwards; again, anew," from an extended form of PIE root *an- (1) "on, upon, above" (see on,
which is the English cognate).



The 'Dune' Dictionary - The Ringer

Metabolism encompasses the various biochemical processes, reactions, and conversions that transform
one form of energy to another. Any molecule that's synthesized or utilized in metabolism is a physically-
recognizable form of energy. The basic law of conservation of energy in Physics states that "energy can
neither be created nor be .

Anabolism - Definition & Examples of Anabolic Pathways - Biology Dictionary

Click Here to Buy Steroids Online at UK Anabolic Store. Top 3 Oral Anabolic Steroids. Oral and
injectable steroids for bulking and shredding give you an incredible boost in muscle growth, strength .



anabolic | Etymology of anabolic by etymonline

1. 3 Noun 1. 3. 1 Translations 1. 4 Anagrams 2 Interlingua 2. 1 Adjective English [ edit] Pronunciation [
edit] ( General American) IPA ( key): /ˌænəˈbɑlɪk/ ( Received Pronunciation) IPA ( key): /ˌænəˈbɒlɪk/
Rhymes: -ɒlɪk Adjective [ edit] anabolic (not comparable) Of or relating to anabolism . Antonym:
catabolic Derived terms [ edit] anabolically

Anabolism Definition & Meaning - Merriam-Webster

Definition noun The series of chemical reactions that constructs or synthesizes molecules from smaller
units, usually requiring input of energy ( ATP) in the process. Supplement Examples are bone growth
and mineralization, and muscle mass build-up. Word origin: anabolic < anabolism: from the Greek:
anabole, "to build up".



Anabolism | Encyclopedia

Merriam-Webster unabridged The meaning of ANABOLIC is marked by or promoting metabolic
activity concerned with the biosynthesis of complex molecules (such as proteins or nucleic acids) :
relating to, characterized by, or stimulating anabolism.

Anabolism - Definition, Stages, Functions, Regulation, Examples

photosynthesis. translation. (Show more) anabolism, the sequences of enzyme -catalyzed reactions by
which relatively complex molecules are formed in living cells from nutrients with relatively simple
structures. Anabolic processes, which include the synthesis of such cell components as carbohydrates,
proteins, and lipids, require energy in the .



anabolic, adj. meanings, etymology and more - Oxford English Dictionary

(ˌæn əˈbɒl ɪk) adj. pertaining to, involving, or promoting anabolism: anabolic processes. [1875-80; <
Greek anabolḗ a throwing up (= ana- + bolḗ a throw; compare bállein to throw) + -ic] Random House
Kernerman Webster's College Dictionary, © 2010 K Dictionaries Ltd. Copyright 2005, 1997, 1991 by
Random House, Inc. All rights reserved.



Anabolic - Definition, Meaning & Synonyms | Vocabulary

1. Pertaining to a chemical reaction in which small molecules, such as amino acids, are combined to
form larger molecules, such as proteins. 2. Of any substance that increases the rate of metabolism of a
cell or organism. 3. Of a drug, such as a male sex hormone, that promotes body bulk.

Anabolic pathway Definition and Examples - Biology Online Dictionary

Definition of 'anabolic' Word Frequency anabolic in British English (ˌænəˈbɒlɪk ) adjective of or relating
to anabolism Collins English Dictionary. Copyright © HarperCollins Publishers Examples of 'anabolic'
in a sentence anabolic



anabolic - Wiktionary, the free dictionary

Word origin < Gr anabolē, a rising up < ana-, up + bolē, a stroke < ballein, to throw (see ball 2) + -ism
Word Frequency anabolism in American English (əˈnæbəˌlɪzəm) noun Biology & Physiology
constructive metabolism; the synthesis in living organisms of more complex substances from simpler
ones ( opposed to catabolism )
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